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The Taihe Mines 太和廠 in Xinping 新平县老厂乡太和厂 

Nanny Kim, draft 2018.5.16. 

Records and questions 

Our fieldwork in Shuangbai in 2011 and 20161 had shown that exploitation in this region of western 

central Yunnan had been more extensive than expected, and that numerous sites existed. For this 

reason, we wanted to see the situation in Xinping, the adjoining region to the south of Shuangbai that 

is part of a very of mining area. 

The local gazetteer of Xinping 1827 records 3 silver mines in the district:  

The Mingzhi Mines 明直銀厰: exploited since the Ming period and originally fulfilling a tax 

quota of 330 liang, formally closed in 1698 because the ore had long been exhausted and the 

tax had become a burden to the local population. (開採自明，年額課銀三百三十兩，遇閠

加銀二十七兩五錢八分，後硐老山空，邑令賠累，康熙三十七年巡撫石琳奏請封閉。) 

The Fangzhang Mines 方丈銀厰, opened in 1699 with a tax quota of 68 liang, closed because 

the ores were exploited during the Qianlong period (1736-1796) (康熙四十八年總督和貝諾

題開，年額課銀六十八兩零八分，遇閠加銀七分二厘，後硐老山空，商販裏足，邑令

賠累，乾隆年詳請封閉。) 

The Taihe Mines 太和銀廠, exploited since the Ming period, opened and closed several times, 

and re-opened in 1785, closed again, and again re-opened in 1806 without a fixed tax quota, 

and no longer reporting any taxed by 1826, when the gazetteer was compiled. (開自前明，屢

開屢閉，乾隆五十年 1785 又報開採，後又以迄無成效禁止，嘉慶十一年知縣田興梅重

報開採，儘収儘解，無定額。今又日漸哀歇，課無所出，行將詳請封閉矣。)2 

The handbook of the Yunnan mining administration records the Taihe and the Baidamu Mines 白達母

廠. It gives 1812 as the opening date of the Taihe Mines and states that no tax quota was set. The 

Baidamu Mines were opened as a branch mine in 1832 and made part of the Taihe Mines in 1835.3  

The provincial gazetteer of 1949 records four sites, namely Taihe, Xiaoliqing, Baidamu, and Diebadu 

太和、小里箐、白建母、迭巴都, noting that all had been worked in the past and that the Taihe 

Mines were worked during the Jiaqing and Daoguang periods.4 

None of the recorded sites appear to have been important. The lack of overlap between the gazetteer of 

1827 and the later records is strange, indicating that the sites not mentioned in 1827 were either not 

exploited before or that historic place names had become forgotten within a short period of time. In the 

case of Baidamu as the name of a branch mine, the re-opening of a formerly exploited site, presumably 

either Mingzhi or Fangzhang) under a different name seems also possible. 

Fieldwork by Nanny Kim 金兰中 and Yang Yuda 杨煜达, with Li Qiang 李强, our 

driver (born 1962, with 9 years experience in the mining industry), 7 February 2018 

Supported by: Mr. Chen Yantao 陈彦涛 of the culture office of Laochang and the village government 

of Taihe 

                                                      
1 See 03_shiyang, 15_malong, 16_yeniu. 
2 Xinping xianzhi, 1827, juan 8. 
3 Wu Qijun 1844, juan 2, 104 and 105 (滇南矿产图略，卷下，104、105。) 
4 Xinzuan Yunnan tongzhi 1949, juan 64, 6b (新纂雲南通志卷六十四，6b). 
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Main informants: Mr. Yin Wenjing 尹文经 (born 1962) of Guanfang, Mr. Shao Zhong 邵忠 

(born 1947) of Mayishan, former teacher at the Taihe primary school 

We stayed at Gasa 戛洒, a town at only 500 m west of the Upper Yuanjiang (called Gasahe on this 

section), which has undergone recent development for tourism in the Ailaoshan 哀牢山 range. The 

mining areas were within a range of 15 km as the crow flies, but in the mountains at around 2000 m to 

the east of the river. 

We set off at 8:30 and first drove to Laochang 老厂乡 (Old Mine, at 1700 m), a sub-county seat 32 km 

east. My guess was that this might be the site of the Mingzhi Mines 明值厂, while the Taihe Mines 太

和厂 would be at Taihe Village, and the Fangzhang Mines 方丈厂 perhaps at Fangzhang village 80 

km further east. Based on recent materials, Yuda had information on large amounts of slags at 

Baidamo 白达莫, so he expected a mine of some importance at this site. 

We reached the Culture Office of the sub-county government towards 10 am, where three young 

officials were at work. Their head, Chen Yantao 陈彦涛 contacted the village government of Taihe for 

us. While he was doing this, we had a chat with the other two, who had never heard that there had ever 

been a mine in their or near their town, nor what had been exploited at the “old mine.” They knew that 

there had been a silver mine at Taihe.  

The distance to Taihe is 28 km, in fact not far north but a long way across very broken country. It 

circles and eventually crosses the valley of the Manbanghe stream and eventually ends up on the slope 

high above the Lüzhijiang 绿汁江, the arm of the Upper Yuanjiang that descends from Shuangbai and 

along which we had come down to Gasa the day before.5 We reached the village at 11:30 and were 

promptly invited into the village government kitchen for lunch.  

There are clusters of villages on the ranges but they are overall sparsely inhabited and largely forested. 

The forest is young, with evergreen broadleaves mixed with tall bamboo. Bamboo thickets can be 

relatively extensive in wetter stands but I saw no unmixed bamboo. Above 1500 m the bamboo 

disappears and pines become dominant, mixed with deciduous and evergreen broadleaves. 

Taihe village sits on a narrow ridge that widens below the new main street. The main (and probably 

older) village is located here. After lunch, we sat in the courtyard in the sun for a bit with several 

members of the village government. They confirmed that there were slags as well as old workings. 

The digging up and selling of slags began in the 1980s, not much of the slag dumps was left by now. 

At the price of 3 Yuan oer 100 kg, it used to be considered a very good income to carry slags. The 

ridge where the present main street of the village is located is in fact called “temple ridge” 大庙梁子, 

occupied by several large temples. They remembered the temple names Niangniang dian 娘娘殿, 

Mawangmiao 马王庙 and Damiao 大庙. They also told us that there was also a large dump at 

Baidamo and that right across the river on the mountain ridge that belonged to Chuxiong municipality 

were the Baima silver mines 白马厂. We had not heard of these mines, but the place name is indicated 

on the map. 

The village cadres further related that the next ridge northwards was called Mayishan 蚂蚁山 (and 

mountain). This was the main mining area, and the name derives from the masses of people 

milling about. The village officials were not aware of graves. Upon thinking, they mentioned 

that graves of people from Jiangxi used to be known, however. The village is mainly Han, and 

many are descendants of people who hailed from Jiangxi or from Nanjing. 

Mr. Li 李, the head of the village office tried to contact informants for us. The first person 

probably was the retired primary school teacher, whom he though most knowledgeable, but he was 

                                                      
5 According to the 1:100,000 maps of the Republican period, the lower section of this river used to be called 

Taihejiang.s 
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unwell. Mr. Li then found then Mr Yin Wenjing of Guanfang village who could show us around. We 

decided to first look at the slags and the temple site, then to split up in the usual way, with me 

wandering into the mining site and Yuda interviewing more informants in the village. 

With Mr Yin as our guide, we first went to the closest location, the slag dump that extended from the 

upper end of the village to a brook in the fields to the north, over a length of about 100 m. Not far 

from the brook was the open space of the size of a smaller field that had been used for dumping and 

sieving the slags. The extent in the fields was impossible to establish. There were ceramic bars. 

The next stop was in a courtyard just above the primary school where bits and pieces of older temple 

buildings had been reused in a relatively traditional house, presumably dating from about the 1980s, 

possibly earlier. There were some lintels, pillar bases with a small diameter, and two pieces of worked 

stones that may have been top pieces of small stele. Mr Yin also showed the new primary school, 

which was still a building site. The school had been rebuilt on the site of the old temple several times, 

leaving no historic remains. 

We got in the car to drive to Guanfang 官房, the village just below that practically merges into Taihe. 

There were again slags at the upper western corner of this village on a steep embankment. They did 

not extend to the driving track below. I took some charcoal specimens from the slag layer. 

Mr Yin had told us that their old family home was said to be 200 years old, although his family had 

not inhabited for that long. It now stands empty and he showed it to us in the lower end of the village. 

It formed part of a row of very small, 2-storied houses with flat roofs. Mr Yin told me that they 

probably originally had tiled roofs, as it was said that most houses had tiled roofs in Guangfang in the 

past. He also told me that the village well was not far along the track, and that the village used to be 

short of water. Mr Yin had worked as a miner fo 9 years, most of the time at Baidamo. He told me that 

they had worked old mines and that all the work was done by hand, in a crouching position. 

Mr Yin showed us the area of a small brook just below the village, where the slag layer formerly used 

to be particularly thick. Bands of slag were well visible in the embankment of the driving track.  

Two further very condensed slag areas were further down at Cha’ermiao 茶耳庙. Mr Yin and other 

informants of that village could give no further information on the temple. Mr Yin said these were 

copper smelting slags. There was a densely packed area just at the upper northern corner of this very 

small village, and a larger dump a little way on the ridge. A small quarry had eaten into the larger 

dump at its lower end. The layer here was not thick, about 20 cm. Further up on the more level ground, 

however, it appeared quite thick, and the bases of a row of 4 furnaces were still visible. The best 

preserved on had a rectangular shape and appeared deeper than wide. There were no ceramic rods. Mr 

Yin related that he had heard that some people had found a copper plate here. As far as he had heard, 

the plate had been round and fairly thick. 

On the entire slope from Taihe to below Cha’ermiao used to be several mine entrances. Mr Yin 

pointed out the location of some. We saw a ventilation chimney right next to the driving track that 

according to Mr Yin was 80 m deep before it got blocked up by rubbish. He had been in the mine way 

down the slope below and actually climbed up the chimney somehow. 

Mr Yin gave the number of mine entrances around Taihe with over 90 and specified that he himself 

had been into over ninety. Besides the mines on the slope of Guanfang and Ch’ermiao, there were 

more numerous workings on the slope of Laobiaodong 老表洞 (Laobiandong 老扁洞 on the map) and 

Mayishan 蚂蚁山, two sections of the ridge north of Taihe, with characteristic low cliffs. His 

explanation of the names was that the Laobiaodong was opened by two brothers, and that Mayishan 

used to look like and anthill with all the miners moving in and out of the workings. 

Mr Yin’s knowledge of mining came from working as a miner, mainly at Baidamo, for 9 years. In his 

opinion, the recent exploitation of Baidamo had produced more ore that at Taihe. 
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From the lower end of the slags, we drove back up into the village, where Yuda was introduced to the 

former teacher. Mr Yin took me on to the mines. We drove from the upper end of Taihe to the upper 

end of Mayishan. The recently retraced driving track had eaten into the moutainside, exposing several 

old workings above the cliff area of Mayishan.  

Mr Yin had mentioned part of a stele still carrying and inscription, but as we drove up to Mayishan he 

said that it was now buried by the new roadworks. We drove down along the northeastern side of the 

ridge, ending up above the small village of Laobiaodong. Mr Yin took me to a mine that was being 

worked but according to him was exploiting an old working. The gallery was slightly widened to 

allow for very small rail pushcarts. There was a tent, but everybody had left for Chunjie. There was a 

pile of ore. Mr Yin told me that the mine was worked for zinc and that picked up a piece of ore that he 

estimated to contain 40% of zinc. 

I had to insist a bit to convince him that I could walk further than 20 m from the car. Eventually he 

took me down in the forest, while Li Jian headed back to Taihe village. We walked down an 

increasingly steep slope at what I think is the upper end of Laobiaodong. Mr Yin showed me some 

more workings. All entered the mountain at a mild incline. Mr Yin wanted to take me further into one 

of the mines, which allowed for relatively comfortable stooped walking, but I preferred daylight after 

some 50 to 70 m. Mr Yin showed the veins of metalliferous rock that had provided the lead for driving 

in the mines in the past. He took it to be mainly a zinc ore, perhaps also seams of (apparently oxidized) 

lead. The veins were accompanied by quartz veins. 

I would have liked to see the distribution of workings on Mayishan, but the terrain was too steep and 

the forest too dense. We ended up clambering down the steep little side valley that separates 

Laobiaodong from Mayishan, and walked back in the forest below Mayishan, then crossing the brook 

in the valley between the Taihe ridge and the mining ridge and heading up towards the village.  

Mr Yin told me that before the reforms (the 1980s), they hardly dared to come to this forest, as there 

were still panthers then. About the knowledge about the old workings he said that locals just knew 

about them, they did not need to search for them. He also pointed out that the workings inside the 

mountain were connected, even between Laobiaodong and Mayishan. The slope below Laobiaodong is 

called Xiaomidi 小米地 (Millet land), the valley between the mining ridge and that of Taihe is called 

Lufangqing 炉房箐 (smelters’ thicket). 

Slags and bits of ore began to appear as soon as we began heading up the slope.  

While Yuda and Li Qiang drove down, Mr Yin showed me the antiques he had at his house and which 

were left by his father. These included a piece of metal lead in the shape in which it had flowed from a 

furnace, a rod of lead, a piece of raw silver (which I think is valuable), two silver ingots that Mr Yin 

thinks are fakes, and a number of Qing and Republican coins. 

In the conversation with Mr. Shao, Yuda obtained more information on the local history: 

Mr. Shao provided the same explanation of the name Mayishan as the others, there were sites 

known as Jiangxifen 江西坟 (Jiangxi graves) and Jiangxitan 江西田 (Jiangxi field).  

There were altogether five temples on the temple ridge. The highest of these was called Huazi 

miao 花子庙, le largest Great temple 大庙, then there were the Mashen miao 马神庙, the 

Tuzhu miao 土主庙, the Guanyin Temple 观音殿, the Laojun miao 老君殿 and the 

Niangniang miao 娘娘庙. He had not heard of guild temples of a Xiaogong temple 萧公祠 or 

of a Shoufo 寿佛寺, the typical guild temples of Jiangxi and Hunan. The Tuzhu Temple used 

to have an opera stage. He could not say who the deity was. The Tuzhu and the Guanyin 

temple were relatively large. Each temple had two or three stele recording donations. Quite a 

few of them were used in the walls of the [former] primary school, each as large as a table. 
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Taihe used to be within Chuxiong prefecture, and was later made part of Yuxi. The people 

who built the temples would have come from Chuxiong. At Guanfang there used to be a 

Yamen specially built for the official, and also a tax office 课房, that is where the silver was 

handed in an smelted into ingots. 

The two slag areas to both sides of the temple ridge, but not the one we had seen, were left 

from selling the slags. That would have been about 1984 and continued for two or three years, 

everybody from the surrounding villages participated. They would dig up slags and carry 

them up to the track, making 0.01 to 0.04 Yuan per pound. Some could carry over 10 loads up 

in a day and made 7-8 Yuan, most managed 6-7 loads. Mr. Shao remembered the two years as 

a busy time for Taihe. 

The old Taihe market 太和街 was the village below. There were also two villages called vegetable 

garden 大菜园 and 小菜园 that used to grow vegetables for the mines, and there were other related 

pace names, such as Great horse hostel 大马房, little horse hostel 小马房, shops 铺子房, which were 

along the caravan road. The place names Dagongzhai 打汞寨 and Sanjiazhai 三家寨 were related to 

mining. 

There used to be hardly any trees on the mountains around, and Mr. Shao still remembered them as 

bare when he was young. Charcoal used to be carried from quite a distance, on the backs of men and 

pack horses, such as Heichamo 黑查莫 [5-7 km away] 

Mr. Shao’s ancestors had come to Taihe 8 generations ago from Yuxi 玉溪 and were involved in 

mining.  

He related that the miners of the past held their lamps in their mouth, and called it liangzi 亮子. They 

used chisel to work the ore bit by bit and ore sacks to carry it out. Smelting was in large furnaces, but 

he would not know how it was done. 

There was a saying that in the past, because of the treasure hidden at Baidamo, Taihe and Baimachang, 

it never rained on these sites. According to another story, the ore had the shape of an ox, and Taihe 

worked only a leg, the rest had run away to Baidamo. 

We left Taihe at 6 pm and got down to Gasa by 8 pm. 
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Results 

The remains at Taihe are evidence of an important mine. The extent of the slag area and the 

information concerning formerly massive slag layers reflects large-scale exploitation. The workings 

both in the Taihe slope and at Mayishan and Laobiaodong are also extensive. 

On account of the absence of Qing period temples and the vague identification of the historic temples 

in the oral tradition, we think that exploitation was relatively limited during the Qing period. This 

would mean that the mine was extremely important in the Ming period. 


